CFD simulation and validation of urban microclimate: A case study for Bergpolder Zuid, Rotterdam
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Abstract

Considering climate change and the rapid trend towards urbanization, the analysis of urban microclimate is gaining importance. The Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect and summer-time heat waves can significantly affect urban microclimate with negative consequences for human mortality and morbidity and building energy demand. So far, most studies on urban microclimate employed observational approaches with field measurements. However, in order to provide more information towards the design of climate adaptive urban areas, deterministic analyses are required. In this study, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are performed to predict urban temperatures in the Bergpolder Zuid region in Rotterdam, which is planned to be renovated to increase its climate resilience. 3D unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) simulations with the realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model are performed on a high-resolution computational grid. The simulations include wind flow and heat transfer by conduction, convection and radiation. The resulting surface temperatures are validated using experimental data from high-resolution thermal infrared satellite imagery performed during the heat wave of July 2006. The results show that the CFD simulations are able to predict urban surface temperatures with an average deviation of 7.9% from the experimental data. It is concluded that CFD has the potential of accurately predicting urban microclimate. Results from CFD simulations can therefore be used to identify problem areas and to evaluate the effect of climate adaptation measures in these areas such as urban greening and evaporative cooling.
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1. Introduction

The adverse effect of high temperatures on human morbidity and mortality and energy use in buildings has been investigated in various studies about climate change [1–3] and heat waves [4–6]. Because of the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect, the negative consequences of high temperatures are even more severe inside urban areas [7–11]. The UHI refers to the fact that temperatures in urban areas are generally higher than the surrounding rural areas, because urban areas retain and release more heat to their local environment. In view of the rapid trend towards urbanization [12,13], the design of sustainable and comfortable urban spaces and buildings becomes increasingly important [14]. In this perspective, the study of urban microclimate is a key element during the design stages of urban settlements, whether it concerns a new project or a redevelopment project [15,16].

Although there are several subtopics which can be a part of urban microclimate research (e.g. wind flow, water balance, energy exchange), the urban temperature field and consequently the UHI effect constitute some of the most common subjects covered [17]. According to the review paper by Mirzaei and Haghighat [18], techniques to study the urban heat island effect can be divided into two groups. One is termed “observational approaches” which can be
field measurements, thermal remote sensing or small-scale modeling (models built for wind-tunnel tests or for measurements in the outdoor environment). The other group is called “simulation approaches” which can be either energy balance models or numerical studies using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The main advantage of simulation studies compared to observational studies is the possibility to perform comparative analyses based on different scenarios. Moreover, as opposed to observational studies, simulations can provide results for any relevant variable in the whole computational domain. On the other hand, the main drawback of simulation approaches is the necessity to apply several simplifications, as the physics underlying the urban microclimate is very complex. Therefore, careful validation of the simulations is very important.

Among the simulation approaches, the energy balance model [19], which is based on energy conservation for a control volume, is extensively used in the UHI research. A range of studies investigated the parameterization [20–23] and the implementation of this model for various urban regions [24–27]. The main weakness of this model is the absence of the velocity field [18] which implies the decoupling of temperature and wind flow. Lower wind velocities inside street canyons and courtyards cause a decrease in heat transferred out of the local environment, which substantially affects the UHI effect [28]. Therefore, the absence of the velocity field is a serious limitation in urban microclimate research conducted with energy balance models. In that sense, CFD can be a useful tool for coupling temperature and velocity fields, but it requires high-resolution modeling of urban areas, the knowledge of relevant boundary conditions and sufficient computational resources for the simulations [29,30]. As the use of CFD in urban physics continues to gain popularity, several guidelines [31–36] have been published to improve the quality of the simulations and to limit numerical and physical modeling errors.

CFD is widely used in urban physics [16,30,37,38]. Applications include pedestrian-level wind conditions [37,39–42], pollutant dispersion [43–47], wind-driven rain [48,49], natural ventilation [50–53] and thermal environment in urban areas [54–77]. An overview of 24 previous CFD studies on the thermal environment in urban areas is provided in Table 1, distinguishing between mesoscale and microscale studies. In a mesoscale CFD simulation, the analysis of urban climate spans a larger area than microclimate (scale of a microclimate study is often less than 10 km). Because of the larger scale in mesoscale studies, the buildings are generally not modeled explicitly, which means neglecting (or averaging) several contributing factors like wind flow inside street canyons and building shapes. This simplification has a direct influence on radiative and convective heat transfer and thus on the microscale thermal environment. For every study, Table 1 indicates which UHI causes were considered. Indeed, in order to simulate urban microclimate accurately, several physical phenomena should be considered, which can be expressed as UHI causes. Oke [19,28] identified the following possible UHI causes (Figure 1):

1. Amplified short-wave radiation gain;
2. Amplified long-wave radiation gain from the sky;
3. Decreased long-wave radiation loss;
4. Anthropogenic heat sources inside urban areas;
5. Increased heat storage;
6. Less evapotranspiration;
7. Decreased turbulent heat transport.

All these causes negatively affect the urban thermal environment. Amplified short-wave radiation gain refers to the fact that more solar radiation is absorbed due to multiple reflections in the urban environment. Amplified long-wave radiation gain from the sky originates from the air pollution over urban areas, which causes an additional radiation load. Decreased long-wave radiation loss is caused by buildings acting as obstructions and keeping part of the long-wave emission within street canyons. Anthropogenic heat sources are those resulting from human activity (cars, industry etc.). Increased heat storage in the urban environment, caused by the use of construction materials (pavement, asphalt, some building materials, etc.), is another important factor affecting the urban thermal environment. Less evapotranspiration is associated with the lack of moisture availability inside urban areas (less vegetation, less water sources etc.). Decreased turbulent heat transport refers to lower wind velocity in courtyards and street canyons and to the resulting decreased convective heat transfer and urban ventilation.

Table 1 also indicates the scales of the studies, which type of buildings or urban configurations were considered, whether the simulations were steady or unsteady and whether a validation study was conducted. CFD can potentially provide accurate information on urban wind flow and heat transfer. If it would be shown that accurate results can be obtained for complex case studies, such simulations could be used to analyze urban thermal environment and to evaluate the effectiveness of adaptation measures in real urban areas. To judge whether a proposed CFD approach is capable of performing a complex analysis of urban microclimate, the study should be conducted at the microscale with a real (applied) urban case with buildings. To model the urban thermal environment correctly, the simulations
should consider most of the “possible causes” and should follow an unsteady approach. Finally, to increase the reliability of a CFD approach, validation of the simulation results is required.

According to Table 1, the number of publications about the CFD analysis of urban thermal environment has increased over the years. Considering the scales investigated, only a few of the mentioned studies are conducted at the mesoscale [54,58]. Studies at the microscale with 2D computational domains [56,57,69,70] are common but mostly conducted to investigate several fundamental parameters about the flow field or the temperature field. Among the remaining studies (microscale 3D), only a few of them have considered an applied urban case and supported the results with a validation study [59,60,63,73,76]. The study by Yang et al. [76] contains the most complex simulation setup when the number of physical models is considered. Although that study has been performed at a real urban area (Guangzhou), the main investigation was the thermal behavior of different ground surfaces. In the computational domain of Yang et al. [76], only a few buildings were present and the area of interest was not a dense urban environment. Therefore it is necessary to conduct a study which is as comprehensive as the one by Yang et al. [76], but focused on a real and complex urban setting. This is the focus of the present paper.

This study is a 3D microscale study in which the buildings are modeled explicitly and based on a real urban area (3D applied urban configuration). Among the possible UHI causes suggested by Oke [19,28], only the effect of anthropogenic heat sources is neglected. The simulations consider wind flow and heat transfer (conduction, convection, radiation). They are conducted using the 3D unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations with the realizable k-ε turbulence model [78] on a high-resolution and high-quality computational grid. Validation is conducted for the surface temperatures during the 2006 heat wave, which were measured using satellite imagery and reported by Klok et al. [79]. After the validation study, the urban microclimate of Bergpolder Zuid is analyzed and the effect of wind velocity on the temperature field is shown.

In Section 2, the problem statement and the urban area are briefly described. In Section 3, the urban geometry, the computational domain, the grid and other computational settings and parameters are outlined. Section 4 presents the CFD validation for the surface temperatures. In Section 5, air temperatures inside the urban area are evaluated for an entire day. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 6 (discussion) and Section 7 (conclusion).

2. Problem statement and urban area

2.1 Problem statement

Several research organizations and consortia have initiated programs and projects on climate change adaptation in cities as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has continued to express the importance of adaptation measures [80]. Climate Proof Cities (CPC) is a consortium of universities, research institutes, policy makers and city officials that aims at performing basic and applied research on climate adaptation of urban areas [81]. It includes case studies for several locations in the Netherlands. One of these locations is the Bergpolder Zuid region in Rotterdam, located in the Noord district of the city (Figure 2a). The region is planned to be renovated and the CPC consortium evaluates several climate change adaptation measures for potential implementation in this region. Because of the densely built environment of Rotterdam, basic symptoms of the UHI effect are present, as demonstrated in earlier studies [79,82]. According to Klok et al. [79], average surface temperatures inside Rotterdam can reach up to 45°C during heat waves, which is clearly undesirable. Moreover, according to the same study, the maximum average surface temperature differences between the warmest and the coolest districts of Rotterdam were 12°C during day and 9°C during nighttime.

As mentioned earlier, the numerical analysis of urban microclimate is important during the design stages of an urban redevelopment project. The aim of the present study is to analyze the accuracy and suitability of CFD for this type of application and to gain more insight in the temperature distribution inside the Bergpolder Zuid region under the meteorological conditions of a heat wave.

2.2 Urban area and surroundings

The Bergpolder Zuid region is composed of both residential and office buildings with several narrow streets and surrounded by large avenues (Figure 2). Here, the classification of streets is made with respect to the aspect ratio between the street width and the adjacent building height. In general, most of the streets are narrow with an aspect ratio between 1:1 and 2:1.

The main color of the building walls is red and the rooftops are commonly grey or dark grey. Street materials generally have lighter colors (light grey) compared to the building materials. The vegetation levels of the region are fairly low as trees and green fields are mostly located in a few small courtyards. The only urban water source is the
canal located in the north of the region and there are no additional water facilities within the neighborhood, meaning
the region has low evapotranspiration levels, which is typical of dense metropolitan cities.

In order to create an accurate geometrical model of the region, official drawings and documents were acquired
from the Municipality of Rotterdam and from the database of AHN\(^1\). According to the database, the average height
of buildings is 12.6 m with the lowest building having a height of 2.8 m and the highest building of 51.0 m.

Considering the surroundings of the Bergpolder Zuid region, to the south lays the central district of Rotterdam and
to the north, mainly green fields are found until the city of Delft (located in the northwest). Based on the updated
Davenport roughness classification [83], the aerodynamic roughness length \(z_0\) of the surroundings, which is
necessary as input for the CFD simulations, is determined as shown in Figure 3. The \(z_0\) value is determined as a
spatial average of the \(z_0\) values of the different patches of roughness (land use) of the terrain within a 10 km radius
upstream of the urban area. A similar methodology was followed in previous CFD studies investigating urban wind
flow [36, 42].

3. CFD simulations: computational settings and parameters

3.1 Computational domain and grid

The computational domain used in this study is hexagonal and contains a circular subdomain that includes the
buildings (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The edges of the hexagon are 1200 m, yielding an area with a maximum distance
of 2400 m. The hexagonal domain surrounds the circular subdomain, which has a diameter of 1200 m (Figure 4).
The buildings inside the circular subdomain are modeled explicitly (i.e. with their main shape and dimensions) and
divided into three categories: (1) buildings in Bergpolder Zuid; (2) buildings in the rest of the Bergpolder region;
and (3) the surrounding buildings. The buildings inside Bergpolder Zuid are modeled with high resolution, down to
details of 0.5 m. Buildings in the rest of the Bergpolder region are modeled more coarsely with details of 1.0 m. As
suggested by the CFD best practice guidelines [33,35], at least one additional street block around the area of interest
(in this case, Bergpolder Zuid) should also be modeled. These surrounding buildings should be placed only to act as
obstacles for the approaching wind flow. They are modeled coarsely with details of 4.0 m to 8.0 m. Remaining
elements like trees, street poles, cars are not modeled, and this issue is referred to in the discussion section.

Outside the circular subdomain, buildings and other urban forms (such as streets, parks, roads) are not modeled
explicitly but rather they are represented by using appropriate roughness parameters in the wall functions. The
equivalent sand-grain roughness height \(k_s\) and roughness constant \(C_s\) are determined considering their
relationship with the aerodynamic roughness length [34] at the bottom of the domain. The height of the domain is
400 m (see Figure 4). The maximum blockage ratio is 1.8%, which is less than the recommended value of 3%
[33,35].

Generation of the computational grid is based on the same methodology as introduced by van Hooff & Blocken
[36], which starts by meshing the ground plane followed by the extrusion of the ground surface grid along a third
axis for obtaining the three-dimensional grid. The grid is finer in the area of interest (Bergpolder Zuid) but as the
distance from the target area increases, the grid becomes coarser. Special attention is given to the guidelines of
Franke et al. [33] and Tominaga et al. [35] by using at least ten cells on the building edges and by keeping the grid
stretching ratio below 1.3. This results in a grid with 6,610,456 hexahedral cells (see Figure 5).

3.2 Boundary conditions

A flow boundary condition either as velocity inlet or pressure outlet is imposed on each outer face of the
hexagonal domain, depending on the wind direction simulated. In every simulation, three of these boundaries are
specified as velocity inlets and the remaining three as outlets. Meteorological data used in this study are obtained
from the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) by the Rotterdam weather station, which is located near
Rotterdam airport approximately 4 km northwest of Bergpolder Zuid (Figure 3).

At the inlets, a logarithmic mean wind speed profile \(U\) (m/s) (Eq. 1) is imposed with \(z_0 = 0.5\) m or \(z_0 = 1.0\) m,
depending on the wind direction (Figure 3). The reference wind speed depends on the hourly meteorological data and
varies between 1 m/s and 6 m/s at 10 m height \(U_{10}\).

\[
U(z) = \frac{u^*}{\kappa} \ln \left( \frac{z+z_0}{z_0} \right)
\]

\(^1\) AHN: Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland (Updated Height data of the Netherlands) [http://www.ahn.nl/]
Turbulent kinetic energy \( k \) (m\(^2\)/s\(^2\)) and turbulence dissipation rate \( \varepsilon \) (m\(^2\)/s\(^3\)) are given by [84]:

\[
k = \frac{u'^2}{\sqrt{C_{\mu}}}
\]

In these equations, \( \kappa \) is the von Karman constant (= 0.41), \( u' \) (m/s) is the atmospheric boundary layer friction velocity, \( C_{\mu} \) is a constant (= 0.09), \( z_0 \) (m) is the aerodynamic roughness length and \( z \) (m) is the height coordinate. At the inlet, a spatially constant air temperature is imposed and its value and time dependency is given by the hourly weather data.

At the walls, the standard wall functions [85] are used in combination with the sand-grain based roughness modification [86] and the parameters \( k_S \) (roughness height) and \( C_S \) (roughness constant) are determined from their appropriate relationship with \( z_0 \). The relationship between these parameters depends on the CFD software used. In this study, the commercial CFD software ANSYS Fluent 12 is used and for this software, the relationship is given by Blocken et al. [34]:

\[
k_S = \frac{9793z_0}{C_S}
\]

Appropriate and consistent roughness parameters should be specified to obtain a horizontally homogeneous atmospheric boundary layer in the upstream part of the computational domain [34,84]. Horizontal homogeneity implies the absence of stream-wise gradients in the vertical profiles of the mean wind velocity and turbulence quantities. The ANSYS Fluent software does not allow any \( k_S \) value higher than \( z_p \), which is the distance between the center point of the wall-adjacent cell to the wall. Therefore, \( C_S \) values are increased instead.

In combination with Eq. 4, this yields: for the hexagonal domain, \( k_S = 1.39 \) m and \( C_S = 3.5 \) (for \( z_0 = 0.5 \) m) and \( k_S = 1.39 \) m and \( C_S = 7 \) (for \( z_0 = 1.0 \) m). Inside the circular domain, the ground plane is modeled as \( z_0 = 0 \) m.

Apart from the standard wall functions, the near-wall region could be resolved with low-Re number modeling, which would mean placing control volumes in every part of the often very thin boundary layer near the wall surface (namely thin viscous sub-layer, the buffer layer and the logarithmic layer). However, this modeling approach would require an excessively high grid resolution, which would very strongly increase the computational load [87]. Although it is stated in various studies that the wall functions might not perform well for the calculation of convective heat transfer [88], this method is still widely used to calculate convective heat transfer implicitly at the surface [87].

The ground plane of the computational domain is modeled implicitly as a 10 m thick earth layer with a constant temperature of 10°C at 10 m below ground. The internal air inside the buildings is assumed to be at 24°C and building walls are composed of brick materials with 0.4 m thickness. Material specifications of earth and brick (for building walls and roofs) as used in this study can be found in Table 2. The absorptivity and emissivity of the materials provided in Table 2 have the same values for both shortwave and longwave radiation. Considering the fact that the windows are not modelled in the simulations, no transmissivity is considered for the building surfaces. The reason for this choice is to resemble the top of the 10 m thick ground plane as light colored concrete, which is the dominant road pavement material in Bergpolder Zuid.

The top of the computational domain is modeled as a free-slip wall, which assumes zero normal pressure at the outlets, zero static pressure is imposed.

Total solar radiation is also acquired from the hourly weather data (to be shown in section 4). In this study, the effect of anthropogenic heat sources is omitted. As for evapotranspiration in day time, during morning (6:00-11:00 h) and afternoon (15:00-18:00 h) a constant sink value of 80 W/m\(^2\) is implemented and during noon time, the sink value is 130 W/m\(^2\). The sink value of evapotranspiration is only applied for the ground plane and not on building surfaces. This assumption is in accordance with the observations from previous measurement studies [20,27,89] considering heat fluxes inside dense urban areas.
3.3 Other computational parameters

The 3D URANS equations are solved with the realizable k-ε turbulence model \([78]\) for closure. For the radiation equations, the P-1 radiation model is used \([90]\) and the Boussinesq approximation is used for buoyancy. For the ground and building walls, a one-directional conduction equation, which calculates heat transfer between two sides of the walls, is applied. Ideally, a three-dimensional approach can be followed to consider heat transfer within the planar directions of the walls, which is an issue that will be discussed later in this paper. Parameters such as sun direction vector and the diffuse portion of the total radiation coming to the surface are calculated with the implemented solar calculator of ANSYS Fluent \([90]\). The solar calculator considers a beam using the position of the sun at any time during a year and applies radiative heat flux on all of the wall type boundaries. The absorption of the radiative heat by the surfaces depends on the absorptivity values shown in Table 2. Heat storage by the solid regions is calculated based on the thermal diffusivity \(m^2/s\) of the respective materials.

Pressure-velocity coupling is handled with the SIMPLE algorithm and pressure interpolation is second order. Second order discretization schemes are used for all the convection and viscous terms. Second order implicit time integration is used for temporal discretization. Unsteady simulations are performed with 15-minute (900 seconds) time steps, and each time step was calculated with 60 iterations, based on a time-step sensitivity analysis. The scaled residuals at the end of each time step reached the following minimum values: \(10^{-4}\) to \(10^{-5}\) for x, y and z velocity, \(10^{-4}\) for k and \(\varepsilon\), \(10^{-7}\) for energy and radiation, \(10^{-2}\) to \(10^{-4}\) for continuity. All simulations are performed considering five consecutive days (120 hours), which corresponds to a total of 480 time steps. With this approach, it is possible to evaluate the diurnal variation of the temperature field.

4. CFD simulations: results and validation

Klok et al. \([79]\) investigated the UHI effect in Rotterdam based on surface temperatures obtained from the thermal images acquired during the July 2006 heat wave by the NOAA-AVHHR\(^2\) satellite. AVHRR has a high temporal resolution (able to monitor diurnal behavior of surface temperatures) and medium spatial resolution of 1.1 km. The satellite imagery data reported by Klok et al. \([79]\) are for 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 July, 2006. Meteorological data for these days are depicted in Figure 6. The wind direction on 15, 16, 17 and 19 July is mainly from north, northeast and east whereas on 18 July some southeast wind was also observed.

The surface temperatures reported by Klok et al. \([79]\) are averaged over each district and do not consider any maximum or minimum values. There is only a single value reported per district. The data of spatially averaged values do not have any additional information about standard deviation and therefore, minimum or maximum surface temperature values cannot be compared in this validation study. Therefore, the comparison between the satellite imagery data and CFD simulation results is only performed for the spatially averaged values.

To extract spatially averaged values from the CFD simulations, several sampling points located on a grid were placed over Bergpolder Zuid. The number of sampling points was based on a sensitivity analysis for a given moment in time. The sensitivity analysis is based on the percentage deviation of average surface temperatures (CFD versus measurements) for 12:10 h on 15 July 2006, when the measured average surface temperature in the Noord district was around 30.5°C. The result of the sensitivity analysis is provided in Figure 7. Following the sensitivity analysis, 90 sampling points are placed on the building roofs and street surfaces of the computational domain of Bergpolder Zuid (see Figure 8). The simulation results of average surface temperatures are the averages over these 90 points.

Although simulations are performed for five complete and consecutive days (120 hours), Klok et al. \([79]\) have reported average surface temperatures for 42 specific times within these five days. At these specific times, the reported average surface temperatures are only momentary, which means meteorological conditions at that moment are likely to be different from hourly averaged meteorological data. Nevertheless, the CFD simulations have been performed with boundary conditions that are updated every hour based on the hourly averaged meteorological data. The CFD simulation results are compared with the experimental data in Figure 9.

In general, a fair to good agreement is observed, especially in terms of diurnal variation. The minimum, average and maximum deviations of surface temperature are 0.27% (19th of July, 18:38 h), 7.9% and 24.2% (16th of July, 8:13 h), respectively. The surface temperature amplitude is smaller in satellite imagery data than in the simulations. Deviations are especially present during the noontime of 18th of July.

Different reasons can be held responsible for the deviations between the CFD simulations and the reported data from the satellite images:

---

\(^2\) NOAA – AVHRR: US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
1. The one-directional wall conduction approach used at the wall boundaries. In reality, some of the heat is transferred in the planar directions of the ground, building walls and roofs (for instance in between warm regions and shaded areas), which increases the thermal inertia of the respective solid zone. However, with the imposed one-directional wall conduction, the effect of planar conduction is omitted and thus, the ground level is more prone to sudden changes in temperature, which might explain the difference in daily surface temperature variance.

2. The effect of relative humidity. In these five days, relative humidity is very unstable. Average daily relative humidity among these five days changes from 49% to 64% and within a single day, e.g. on 18 July, it can decrease from 96% to 32% within only 7 hours. These sudden changes in relative humidity can influence the results as the humidity is not directly considered in the simulations but only indirectly as an evapotranspirational sink.

3. The comparison of momentary experimental data with CFD simulations based on hourly averaged meteorological data. Especially within the days where the hourly variation of wind speed and solar radiation is high, hourly data could not be sufficient to produce accurate results.

4. Uncertainties in the reported satellite imagery data. The satellite imagery data reported by Klok et al. [79] presents a single value for a specific moment and for an entire district. The modeled Bergpolder Zuid region in Rotterdam constitutes only 20% of the complete Noord district. Therefore local conditions in the complete district of Noord might not resemble the conditions inside Bergpolder Zuid region at all times.

5. The thermal stratification of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). Considering the wind flow, a neutral ABL is assumed to be present in the surface layer with constant uniform temperature. Especially during times with low wind speed, the actual flow field in the urban environment might deviate from the simulated one because of this assumption.

5. Evaluation of the simulation results

One of the reasons for the UHI effect is the additional heat storage of building materials inside urban areas and its release – mainly during nighttime. In Figure 10, this mechanism is depicted using the CFD simulation results of surface temperature for 16 July 2006. Although at 23:00 (Figure 10d) incoming solar radiation is zero, there is still heat accumulated within the urban environment: According to the meteorological data, air temperature at that time is around 17.0°C but average surface temperatures are much higher (21.8°C). The heat, which is accumulated within the construction materials, is released during the night time, which is apparent in Figure 9. The average surface temperatures continue to decrease, as long as the air temperature is higher. The decrease continues in average surface temperatures continue until the sunrise of the next day.

Another important factor contributing to the UHI effect is the decreased turbulent heat transport inside urban regions. As the wind velocity might drop significantly in the courtyards or in the streets, which are positioned perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction, the ventilative cooling effect of the wind is proportionally reduced. Moreover, in these locations, convected air close to the hot surface cannot leave the local environment, which decreases heat release from surfaces. These effects can be observed by the simulations performed in this study. In Figure 11, contours of wind velocity at 1 meter height and surface temperatures at 10:00 h on 15 July are provided. In the regions with low wind velocity, surface temperatures are noticeably higher. Therefore, the methodology used in this study can be considered as a reliable source to pinpoint critical locations with possibly higher temperatures during warm and sunny days. Further CFD research about urban microclimate can focus on topics to mitigate this negative effect, for instance by better ventilation of the streets or by creating airflow through courtyards.

6. Discussion

The created urban geometry in this research is based on the drawings and data from the municipality of Rotterdam. However, there are elements in reality that are not taken into account in the model. Trees, street poles, cars, balconies, canopies and similar details that might affect the incoming solar radiation are neglected.

Due to the scale of this study and the lack of detailed information, the construction materials of the buildings and at the ground surfaces are considered to have the same properties throughout the domain. In a real urban environment, material use can be different for each building and street and this can locally influence the temperature field.

The vertical inlet profiles of mean velocity (U), turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulence dissipation rate (ε) are taken from Richards & Hoxey [84]. These profiles were derived as analytical solutions of the standard k-ε
turbulence model. However, they are also commonly used as inlet profiles with other turbulence models (e.g. [33, 34, 35, 87, 91]).

The inlet profiles for $U$, $k$ and $\varepsilon$ used for the simulations in the present study are those for neutral stratification of the atmospheric boundary layer [34, 84]. For the fairly low wind speed conditions in the present study, using profiles for unstable stratification could have been better. However, these profiles might suffer from horizontal inhomogeneity (e.g. [34]), and further work on consistent CFD simulation of stable and unstable atmospheric boundary layers is required. In addition, it should be noted that the area with explicitly modelled buildings (i.e. with their main shapes and dimensions) in the present study is larger than the area of interest (Bergpolder Zuid). This way, the incident profiles (i.e. those to which the area of interest is subjected) are partly developed by these surroundings buildings and the surrounding ground roughness.

Concerning the validation methodology, space-averaged values for temperature were used to show that CFD can be an effective tool for the reproduction of the daily temperature variations in an urban area. However, if the focus would be on a smaller scale (i.e. building or road surface, a small street), then other, more detailed validation data with a higher spatial resolution would have been needed. With the current settings of the simulations for wind flow and heat transfer, the present study has demonstrated the capability and potential of CFD for predicting urban surface temperatures.

Water vapor transfer inside urban regions can also affect the temperature field. Especially localized sources of evapotranspiration (vegetation or water facilities) can significantly affect temperature distribution around the regions where they are located. Note however that in Bergpolder, vegetation is very limited and water facilities are absent. In addition, the relative humidity in the air might be important for the latent heat transfer in an urban area. In this study, water vapor transfer is considered as a sink term of evapotranspiration, which is effective only during daytime (between 6:00 h and 18:00 h), and the value for the term is based on previous theoretical and observational studies. The evapotranspiration sink term can be based upon one of the models developed for energy balance models [20,22] or can be solved coupled to the flow and temperature equations, which would require additional computational cost.

7. Conclusion

Studies on urban microclimate are gaining importance given the possible negative effects of high temperatures in urban areas on human mortality and morbidity and building energy demand. So far, these studies have been based on observational approaches (e.g. field measurements) and simulation approaches about urban microclimate have used mostly energy balance models. For the analysis of urban microclimate, the main weakness of energy balance models is that the velocity field is not directly modeled. On the other hand, in CFD, velocity field can be coupled with temperature field. Therefore CFD has the potential to be an important tool for the deterministic analysis of urban microclimate and consequently for the analysis of adaptation measures in building and urban scale.

This paper has presented unsteady CFD simulations considering wind flow and heat transfer (conduction, convection and radiation), investigating the Bergpolder Zuid region in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The simulations were performed using the 3D URANS approach with the realizable $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model on a high-resolution grid. Most of the factors affecting the urban microclimate (shortwave, longwave radiation, wind velocity, evapotranspiration, and heat storage) were considered within the simulations whereas only the effect of anthropogenic heat sources was omitted.

In order to validate the simulation results of surface temperatures inside the urban area, data obtained from satellite images is used. The images were collected during the July 2006 heat wave and the results were reported by Klok et al. [79]. Meteorological conditions of the days corresponding to the data from satellite images were acquired from the KNMI database. Hourly data obtained from the KNMI included wind speed, wind direction, air temperature and solar radiation. Simulations are performed with respect to the meteorological data of 15 until 19 July 2006. Simulation results and reported data were compared and showed fairly good accuracy with the simulation results having only an average 7.9% difference with the experimental data (minimum deviation is 0.3% and the maximum deviation is 24.2%). The presented CFD approach allows analyzing the effect of the heat storage mechanism and the wind-velocity pattern on the temperature field.

It is concluded that CFD has the potential of accurately predicting urban microclimate. Results from CFD simulations can therefore be used to identify problem areas and to evaluate the effect of adaptation measures such as urban greening and evaporative cooling. Further work will therefore focus on the application of the CFD URANS approach for the evaluation of climate change adaptation measures.
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Table 1: Overview of CFD studies on thermal environment in urban areas. The entry “Causes considered” refers to the list of possible UHI causes by Oke [20,29], which are (1) amplified short-wave radiation gain; (2) amplified long-wave radiation gain from the sky; (3) decreased long-wave radiation loss; (4) anthropogenic heat sources; (5) increased heat storage; (6) less evapotranspiration and (7) decreased turbulent heat transport.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors (year)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Causes considered</th>
<th>Steady vs. unsteady</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mochida et al. (1997)</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>Mesoscale (3D)</td>
<td>No buildings</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruse and Fleer (1998)</td>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashie et al. (1999)</td>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>Microscale (2D)</td>
<td>2D street canyon</td>
<td>1, 4, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca et al. (1999)</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>Microscale (2D)</td>
<td>2D buildings</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujino et al. (1999)</td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>Mesoscale (3D)</td>
<td>No buildings</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, 6</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takahashi et al. (2004)</td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2004)</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2005)</td>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>Single building</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5</td>
<td>Quasi-steady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murakami (2006)</td>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priyadarshini et al. (2008)</td>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 4, 5, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2008)</td>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 3, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al. (2008)</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimitrova et al. (2009)</td>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 7</td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2009)</td>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsieh et al. (2010)</td>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memon et al. (2011)</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>Microscale (2D)</td>
<td>2D street canyon</td>
<td>1, 7</td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memon and Leung (2010)</td>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>Microscale (2D)</td>
<td>2D street canyon</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaoru et al. (2011)</td>
<td>[71]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkovic et al (2012)</td>
<td>[72]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic courtyard</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma et al. (2012)</td>
<td>[73]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo-ot et al. (2012)</td>
<td>[74]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qu et al. (2012)</td>
<td>[75]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D generic urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. (2013)</td>
<td>[76]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegrini et al. (2014)</td>
<td>[77]</td>
<td>Microscale (2D)</td>
<td>2D street canyon</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study</td>
<td>[-]</td>
<td>Microscale (3D)</td>
<td>3D applied urban</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>Unsteady</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Specifications of the materials used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Specific heat (J/kgK)</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Absorptivity</th>
<th>Emissivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Representation of the possible causes of the UHI effect.
Figure 2: (a) Location of Bergpolder inside the city of Rotterdam (modified from Wikipedia\(^3\)). (b) Top view with the borders of Bergpolder and Bergpolder Zuid (modified from Google Maps\(^4\)). (c) Aerial view of Bergpolder Zuid (view from south) (modified from Google Maps\(^5\)).

\(^3\) Wikipedia source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rotterdamse_wijken-bergpolder.PNG
\(^4\) Google maps source: http://goo.gl/maps/zEziv
Figure 3: Terrain surrounding the modeled urban area with a radius of 10 km. The estimated aerodynamic roughness length \( z_0 \) is shown for different angles. The computational domain used in this study is represented by the black hexagon in the middle.

Figure 4: Computational domain. Different colors represent different categories of buildings in terms of detail in modeling.
Figure 5: a) Aerial view of the Bergpolder region from south (source: Bing Maps); b) Corresponding computational geometry; c) Computational grid on the building surfaces and on part of the ground surface. The intensity of black lines indicates areas with a higher mesh resolution (6,610,456 cells).

5 Bing maps source: http://binged.it/17VliGv
Figure 6: Meteorological data of Rotterdam (based on KNMI-Rotterdam weather station) during 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 July 2006. Acquired from the hourly dataset of KNMI for: a) air temperature; b) solar radiation; c) wind velocity.
Figure 7: Results of the sensitivity analysis. Percentage deviation is calculated based on the satellite imagery data recorded at 12:10 h on July 15, 2006 and on CFD simulations for the same moment in time.

Figure 8: Location of sampling points on the building and street surfaces of Bergpolder Zuid. In total 90 (10 x 9) data points are placed equidistantly.
Figure 9: Comparison of CFD simulation results and data from satellite images of average surface temperatures for five consecutive days.

Figure 10: Contours of simulated temperatures for the Bergpolder region during 16 July 2006 at: a) 05:00 h; b) 11:00 h; c) 17:00 h; d) 23:00 h (view from south).
Figure 11: Simulation results for: a) wind velocity (m/s) at 1 meter height; and b) surface temperature (°C) for July 15 2006, 10:00 h. Both views are from south.